s h o p talk
“There is a joy to being handy,” Deborah Moss says. “Being handy
both with things and with ideas.” Trained as a fine artist, she works
at the intersection where concepts come to life, and her Moss & Lam
studio—launched with her late husband, Edward Lam—expertly crafts
furniture, objects, and surfaces to achieve precise aesthetic effects,
often collaborating with top designers. Notable among them are
Interior Design Hall of Fame members George Yabu and Glenn
Pushelberg, working for clients such as Four Seasons Hotels Limited
and Peninsula Hotels. In fact, it was a hand-formed plaster wall for
Yabu Pushelberg’s W New York–Times Square that won Moss & Lam
global attention.
Moss just moved the studio and its 27-person staff from the edge
of downtown Toronto to an industrial neighborhood that’s now home
to various makers. “I don’t think we’ll ever see $6 coffees here,” she
says with a smile. “It’s all about getting work done, and we need
space.” That’s 14,000 square feet, to be precise.
The building was formerly a warehouse for photocopier parts.
Transforming it involved removing interior walls and adding skylights,
a gray stain for the existing brick, polished concrete flooring, and birchplywood paneling. Up front, a shelf stocked with small models in
ceramic, plaster, or resin suggests the range of expertise. Nearby,
Moss keeps her own glassed-in office sedulously clutter-free—
an inspiration board made from gray acoustical tiles has only a few
items pinned up. “I really prefer to be back in the studio,” she admits.
“That’s where I do my thinking.” That’s also where the real work
happens: prototyping, making furniture including the firm’s W1 side
tables in scagliola, a faux marble molded from plaster, glue, and pig
ment. The largest room stretches more than 100 feet long, so Moss &
Lam artisans can hang lengthy wall coverings to get every inch just
right, with brushstrokes from Moss herself. —Alex Bozikovic

everything is an experiment
For Deborah Moss, that goes for her own Toronto studio space, too
From top: Moss & Lam’s creative director poses at the studio. This acrylic on canvas
is the basis for a line of wall coverings.
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1. Moss & Lam artisans form a W1 table out of plaster, glue, and pigment.
2. The studio makes its own paintbrushes with natural bristles.
3. Birch plywood and recycled-plastic acoustical tiles line the wall separating the kitchen
from the prototyping workshop.
4. Custom skylights were added to the entrance.
5. One acrylic on canvas is being painted for a Toronto house by Hariri Pontarini Architects,
while the other, awaiting several coats of glaze, will head to a Hong Kong residential
development by Yabu Pushelberg.
6. After receiving a thin layer of acrylic dye followed by a textured layer of washable
acrylic paint, this canvas will be cut into sections, each to create a feature wall for a guest
room at a Moxy Hotel by Yabu Pushelberg in New York.
7. Supplies are used for both prototyping and production.
8. More than 8,000 texture and color samples fill the materials library.
9. The ceiling in the studio is 24 feet high.
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“We can really control quality here in the studio, then ship anywhere in the world”
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